June 2022 Holiday Study Camp Overview
Secondary
At the British Council, we understand that Secondary learners are preparing for their future academic
studies and beyond as global citizens. Our June Holiday Study Camps will help them develop the
skills they need while exploring real world topics in depth. They will widen their understanding of our
interconnected world and combine academic skills with 21st century competencies. Our holistic
programme will develop the skills of confidence, communication, problem solving that will carry them
forward to achieve their future goals in school and in life.
Each theme explores a range of topics focussing on written or spoken communication, including tasks
that prepare learners to persuade, negotiate, express themselves and be creative in an engaging
supportive environment.
Camps are Monday to Friday, 1.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.

Date

Age/Level

Camp name

Monday 30 May
to Friday 3
June

Secondary

Survival Skills: A Comprehension and Critical Thinking
Course

While reading about people who have faced challenging situations, you’ll learn techniques to evaluate and
understand fiction and non-fiction texts. The engaging texts will provide you with the language, ideas generation
and organisational skills you’ll need to apply your understanding to produce short responses to your reading.
This will enable you to look more closely at the reading you do, setting you up for the future!

Monday 6 to
Friday 10 June

Secondary

Our World: Non-Fiction Writing Skills

Our World examines our planet from a scientific perspective. Looking at issues as diverse as the weather, our
reliance on plastic and water worlds, learners will explore different types of non-fiction text types including letters,
reports, procedures, and expositions.
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Monday 13
June to Friday
17 June

Secondary

Great World: Writing Success

From inventions to people, nature to technology, our planet has a diversity of greatness to celebrate. In this
week learners will explore these achievements while improving digital, narrative, report and persuasive writing
skills.
By the end of the week, learners will present a video they have made on the area of greatness they most believe
in.

Monday 20 to
Friday 24 June

Secondary

Connected World: Public Speaking Skills

Our students spend much of their time connecting with others via social media. In Connected World they’ll
investigate how the past has shaped our present, how transport has changed the way we live, and how energy
and people are changing our future. Through activities designed to develop learners’ critical thinking skills, they’ll
learn to present, debate and justify their opinions.
The course finishes with learners choosing to share all that they’ve learnt through a video presentation, a shared
story, or a persuasive presentation.

